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ABSTRACT. Researchers have shown that most students resist changes to their core beliefs
by offering auxiliary hypotheses at the first sign of the development of conceptual change.
Studies have viewed student reaction to discrepant events as an important clue in helping
researchers understand not only the structure of alternative concepts (Niaz, Science &
Education, 7(2):107 – 127, 1998) but also the nature of scientific concepts. The main
objectives of this research were the following: (a) to consider prudently the conflict map
of Tsai (International Journal of Science Education, 22(3):285 – 302, 2000); (b) to initiate
and develop an enhanced conflict map based on Lakatosian ethodology, which could help
science teachers and students resolve conflicts that occur in the explanation of natural
phenomena; (c) to examine the effectiveness of the enhanced conflict map; and (d) to
discuss these implications in science education. Specifically, this study used two freshman
classes from the Department of Electronics and one class of Astronomy majors from C.
National University, South Korea, to investigate how scientific concepts change after
selecting the modern physics field (Photoelectric effect), which is included in the Physics
and Astronomy courses. Modern physics has led to the so-called Lakatosian heuristic
principle or methodology, a useful framework that includes scientific philosophy and
science history as study strategies. “Enhanced conflict maps” are suggested for use to
consistently show all the study processes.
KEY WORDS: alternative conceptions, conceptual change, Lakatosian frameworks,
photoelectric effect
INTRODUCTION
A number of studies have suggested an analogy between scientists’ theory
development and an individual’s acquisition of knowledge (Duschl &
Gitomer, 1991; Kitchener, 1987; Piaget & Garcia, 1989; von Glasersfeld,
1989; Blanco & Niaz, 1998). Lakatosian research program theory
(Chalmers, 1982) is a current idea in science philosophy that accepts
the assertions of Kuhn, who saw scientific theories as structures, but did
not view scientific development as inductivism or “falsificationism.”
Kuhn’s research program looked at scientific theories as structures that
become guidelines for future studies; an example of this is the theory of
Copernicus. In other words, when teachers teach scientific subjects to
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students, they should respect the existing regulation theories first and then
emphasize new facts that have been discovered.
The popular model for conceptual changes was suggested by Posner,
Strike, Hewson & Gertzog (1982) who accepted the viewpoints of Kuhn,
Lakatos, and Toulmin. This standardized individual change model sees
genetic changes as analogous to the way scientific paradigms change, as
suggested by science philosophers in individual studies.
Hashweh (1986) thought that the model for conceptual changes by
Posner et al. (1982) was problematic in that it did not emphasize the
discrimination between psychological processes and outside conditions.
Hashweh also utilized Piaget’s concept of cognitive disequilibrium and
suggested two types of cognitive conflicts: the first type is the conflict
between students’ preconceptions and the present situation and the second
type is the conflict between preconceptions and scientific concepts. He
stressed that students’ conceptions originate in their interaction with
nature, and because these concepts take on a form of procedural
knowledge that is continually used (automatically or subconsciously) in
daily life, they do not change easily. In addition to the conflict between
cognitive structure and environments, the conflict between two types of
cognitive structures was emphasized.
Students’ conceptions often become obstinate and resistant to change
(Clement, 1982). According to the theory of constructivism, students
form conceptions based on experiences obtained in daily life prior to
learning in school (Driver, Guesne & Tiberghien, 1985; West & Pines,
1985; Hashweh, 1986). It is therefore necessary to identify students’ prior
conceptions and to search for teaching and learning methods that will
develop these conceptions into scientific concepts.
Many studies view cognitive conflicts as important elements in
conceptual change (Strike & Posner, 1992). In other words, in order to
correct students’ incorrect prior concepts, it is first necessary for teachers
to understand students’ concepts and then suggest phenomena or
materials that contradict these thoughts. However, even when teachers
show contradictory examples and discordant materials, students’ concepts
do not change most of the time (Chinn & Brewer, 1993, 1998; Park &
Kim, 1998; Shepardson & Moje, 1999). According to Chin & Brewer
(1993), many psychological and educational studies provide evidence that
nonscientist adults and children frequently respond to anomalous data by
making these peripheral to their preexisting theories (Brewer & Chinn,
1991; Dunbar, 1989; Heller & Finley, 1992). Linn (1986) stated that a
students’ comprehension consists of the core idea that opposes changes
and the insignificant idea that is subject to change from new materials or
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information. Students assert that a core idea is valid for their under-
standing and that it offers a framework to interpret and evaluate abnormal
information and new materials.
RESEARCH PURPOSE
The purpose of this study was to offer teaching strategies and their
corresponding instructional sequences, on the basis of Lakatosian
methodology, to achieve the goal of changing students' alternative
conceptions into scientific concepts.
This research is conducted to: (a) consider in depth the conflict map of
Tsai (2000); (b) initiate and develop an enhanced conflict map, based on
Lakatosian methodology, which could help science teachers and students
resolve various conflicts that occur in the explanation of natural
phenomena; (c) examine the effectiveness of the enhanced conflict map;
and (d) discuss the implications for science education.
Specifically, the study aims to investigate the following research
questions:
(a) Why should Lakatosian ethodology be applied to the conflict map
suggested by Tsai (2000) on the basis of constructivism?
(b) How can Tsai’s conflict map be enhanced and developed into a new
conflict map based on Lakatosian ethodology?
(c) How can we apply this enhanced conflict map to the photoelectric
effect in the university classroom?
(d) How can we analyze the application effects of the enhanced conflict
map suggested by this research and what are its implications for
science education?
WHY SHOULD LAKATOSIAN METHODOLOGY BE APPLIED TO THE CONFLICT MAP
SUGGESTED BY TSAI (2000) ON THE BASIS OF CONSTRUCTIVISM?
Tsai (2000) suggested using the conflict map to deal with students’
alternative conceptions based on the theoretical framework of construc-
tivism. The first part of this study introduces the conflict map suggested
by Tsai and explains why it needs to be enhanced. Tsai (2000) suggested
that the conflict between students’ alternative conceptions and targeted
scientific concepts can be completely resolved under four conditions. This
is based on Hashweh’s (1986) suggestion that students should try to
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change or transform perceptions caused by discrepant events into their
own alternative conceptions to confirm the existing conceptions. How-
ever, many studies report having tried to change the protective belt
without changing the core of students’ alternative conceptions.
Niaz (1998) stated that if students are given any opportunities to
change conceptions, then they will try to change the soft core but will
resist changes to the hard core by offering auxiliary hypotheses. In other
words, it is a pretense disguising conceptual changes.
The two processes are represented in Figure 1.
This study addresses the promising Lakatosian “research program”
theory and students’ alternative concepts (rather than Kuhn’s paradigm,
which is not commensurable). When facing anomalous data, people make
efforts to accommodate theories and materials (Kuhn, 1989). Conse-
quently, our major objective was to adopt the Lakatosian methodology as
a useful framework that students’ concepts partly change.
Science educators could potentially use these frameworks to design
conflict maps as a means of overcoming students’ alternative conceptions
and conducting science instruction. The conflict maps presented in
Figure 2 show the components and suggested instructional sequence of
such frameworks (Tsai, 2003).
Figure 2 shows the framework of a conflict map. A full description
of the rationale behind using a conflict map was presented in Tsai
(2000). The use of the conflict map is based on the research work of
Tsai (2000), which extended the theoretical framework of Hashweh
(1986). The use of conflict maps could help students seek a stable and
desirable equilibrium between the conceptual schema they have already
assembled and the perceptual information arising from the environ-
Figure 1. A student’s typical responses to discrepant events
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ment. This study clarifies this use of conflict maps and explores and
emphasizes the connections between alternative conceptions and
scientific ideas. Educators often lament that science students tend to
employ rote learning strategies for scientific knowledge and learn
isolated bits of scientific facts. It is anticipated that the use of conflict
maps may facilitate students’ meaningful learning in science, as well
as help students construct more integrated knowledge structures (Tsai,
2000). More specifically, the use of a conflict map asserts that students
should resolve two conflicts during the process of conceptual change:
between the new perception and students’ alternative conceptions
(conflict 1) and between students’ alternative conceptions and
scientific concepts (conflict 2; Hashweh, 1986). The resolution of
conflict 1 does not necessarily resolve conflict 2. Conflict 1 could be
resolved through discrepant events and the resolution of conflict 2
could be achieved through using “critical events or explanations” and
relevant perceptions (P2, P3, P4 …) and conceptions (C1, C2, C3 …)
that explicate the scientific concept (Tsai, 2000, 2003).
The use of the conflict map not only presents the cognitive conflict or
anomalous data but also assists students in exploring the connections
between anomalous data, alternative conceptions, scientific conceptions,
other knowledge, and related experiences, thus helping students engage in
deep processing about the target scientific concepts. Because the use of
the conflict map is developed on the basis of students’ existing
knowledge and related experiences, it is also consistent with the
perspective proposed by Hewson & Thorley (1989) that the conceptual
change requirements of what is intelligible, plausible, and fruitful must be
Note:  P1: the perception inducing a discrepant event
P2, P3, P4: other supporting perceptions
C1, C2, C3: relevant scientific conceptions
Figure 2. A typical conflict map (Tsai, 2003, p. 309)
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in the students’ conceptions. However, instruction guided by the conflict
map does not completely ignore the contextual/social aspects of
conceptual change. For example, instruction guided by the conflict map
highlights the importance of presenting anomalous data in the context of
students’ cultural experiences (e.g. the use of critical events). It also
encourages students’ participation in the social development of science
knowledge, such as group discussion of discrepant and critical events. In
this way, the contextual and social issues of conceptual change may be
addressed (Tsai, 2005).
Although the use of conflict maps could potentially help students seek
a stable and desirable equilibrium between the conceptual schema they
have already assembled and the perceptual information arising from the
environment, we consider prudent this conflict map based on Lakatosian
methodology as follows as following items:
First, according to (Tsai, 2000), the frameworks of conflict maps may
help students construct more integrated and scientifically sound knowl-
edge structures about the target scientific concepts. However, it is
necessary to emphasize that targeted scientific knowledge has a structure
so that teachers would feel the need to use the framework educationally.
For example, it is necessary to show that the scientific concept consists of
the core concept and the protective belt supporting the concept because
commensurability is low between the core concepts of the scientific
concept and students’ alternative conceptions.
Second, Tsai (2000) proposed that students could draw their own
conflict maps as a metacognitive tool to review their ideas and monitor
their processes of conceptual change. It is necessary to examine students’
scientific concepts: to trace how their alternative conceptions change into
scientific concepts, to understand the changes and their channels, and to
make direct prescriptions. Therefore, the study traces the extent of core
change of students’ alternative concepts rather than the scientific
percentage of correct answers. Furthermore, this study examines how
helpful the suggested framework is for students by measuring the
knowledge they attained.
Third, it is suggested that teachers should investigate whether
students’ alternative conceptions and scientific concepts are commen-
surable. Lakatosian methodology is open to commensurability. We
believe that students’ alternative conceptions have commensurability
with scientific concepts, and we suggest that students’ alternative
concepts should be used as direct material. We believe that
commensurability of students’ alternative conceptions and scientific
concepts exists in part.
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HOW SHOULD WE ENHANCE TSAI’S CONFLICT MAP AND DEVELOP AN ENHANCED
CONFLICT MAP BASED ON LAKATOSIAN METHODOLOGY?
Lakatosian Methodology
The Lakatosian methodology of competing research programs provides a
useful framework for the reconstruction of students’ and teachers’
understanding of science content. This methodology has previously been
applied to interpret research in science education (Blanco & Nias, 1997,
1998; Kelly, 1997; Chin & Brewer, 1993; Girbert & Swift, 1985; Linn &
Songer, 1991; Niaz, 1993, 1994, 1995).
According to Lakatos (1970), a research program consists of
methodological rules: some tell us what paths of research to avoid
(negative heuristic) and others tell us what paths to pursue (positive
heuristic).
The negative heuristic of a research program isolates a “hard core” of
propositions that are not exposed to falsification. The positive heuristic is
a strategy for constructing a series of theories in such a manner that
shortcomings at any particular stage can be overcome. As the dotted
circle line indicates, a “protective belt” of auxiliary hypotheses is created
around the hard core of non-falsifiable propositions (Losee, 2001, pp.
203 – 204).
Theoretical Framework
1. The history of science can be conceived as that of competing rival
research programs (Lakatos, 1971, p. 103).
2. Scientists do not abandon a theory on the basis of contradictory
evidence alone, and “there is no falsification before the emergence of a
better theory” (Lakatos, 1970, p. 119).
3. The replacement of a degenerating program by a progressive one
constitutes Lakatos’s version of a scientific revolution (Chalmers,
1999, pp. 135 – 135).
4. Learning is an active process of knowledge construction (Tsai, 2000).
The Teaching Strategies of Enhanced Conflict Maps Based on Lakatosian
Methodology
Understanding the student’s alternative conceptions: negative and positive
heuristic operation in existing research program
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Looking for the student’s core belief (hard core) on a topic can be an
appropriate starting point for teaching strategies.
Suggesting discrepant events: degenerative research program in an
existing research program
Discrepant events engender cognitive conflict when coping with core
beliefs’ problem-solving strategies.
Introducing the Scientific Concept: Refining Naïve Scientific Concept
1. Students should have minimal understanding about the main core of
the scientific concepts that will be studied in order to resolve conflict
1. Negative heuristic in a new research program.
2. The learning process should involve a critical event or explanation to
address conflict 2 directly. Degenerative (old) and progressive (new)
research programs.
3. Meaningful learning involves students constructing integrated knowl-
edge structures which contain their prior knowledge and new (scientific)
concepts. Positive heuristic forming minimal protective belt in a new
research program via theoretical progressive problem shift.
4. Meaningful conceptual learning requires perceptual supports, exam-
ples, or phenomena derived from relevant theories. Positive heuristic
refining protective belt in a new research program via empirical
progressive problem shift.
Reflecting the Results of Scientific Conceptual Change/Shift
It is plausible to suggest that the results obtained in this study reflect a
change/shift in the soft core of students’ beliefs.
In Figure 3, the naïve scientific concept element indicates that in one
research program, the core does not change; instead, auxiliary hypotheses
verified through experiments are continuously added. Based on Lakatosian
methodology, the structure of the enhanced conflict map (shown in Figure 3)
and teaching sequences are as follows (Figure 4): Theories 1 and 2 describe
rival hard cores, but theory 2 and theory 3 describe the same hard cores.
The Teaching Sequence of Enhanced Conflict Maps to Resolve Two
Conflicts
The Condition of Resolving Two Conflicts. Hashweh (1986) suggested
two types of cognitive conflicts: the conflict between students’ precon-
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ceptions and the present situation, and the conflict between preconcep-
tions and scientific concepts.
The Condition of Resolving Conflict 1 (The Designed Discrepant
Events). The structure of student alternative conceptions toward discrep-
ant events should be explored, and students should have minimal
understanding about the main core of the scientific concepts that will be
studied to resolve suggested discrepant events.









Note :  P1’, P2’… : perceptions supporting Alternative conception 
P1, P2  : perceptions including a discrepant event
P3 , P4 , … : other perceptions supporting Naïve scientific concept 
C2’, C3’ . . . : relevant scientific concepts supporting Alternative conception C2 , 
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Analysis of conceptual change
Figure 4. Research treatment
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The Conditions of Resolving Conflict 2 (Reinforced Naïve Scientific
Concept). The learning process should involve a critical event or
explanation to address conflict 2 directly. Then, other related scientific
concepts will enhance the newly introduced scientific concept, and
perceptual supports, examples, or phenomena derived from relevant
concepts will refine the introduced scientific concepts.
The Teaching Sequence of Enhanced Conflict Maps Based on Lakatosian
Methodology
The suggested teaching sequence is the discrepant event (or P1, P2) first,
followed by the core of naïve scientific programs, the critical event, other
scientific concepts (C2, C3 …), other supporting perceptions (P3, P4 …),
and, finally P1’ P2’…. This information is presented in a flowchart, as
follows:
< Students  alternative conception> 
The understanding of the structure of the structure of existing conceptions via discrepant events (P1,
P2) 
METHODOLOGY
The application of using enhanced conflict map to the photoelectric effect
in the university classroom
Participants. For this study, freshmen taking the General Physics course
during the spring semester of 2005 were selected as participants. Two
classes (n = 49, 49) were from the Department of Electronic Computer
Engineering and one class of freshmen (n = 26) was from the Astronomy
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Course. All participants were students from C. National University,
Korea.
They were divided into three groups according to teaching sequences:
1. The case emphasizing discrepant events only,
2. The case using the conflict maps (Tsai, 2000) after instruction,
3. The case using the enhanced conflict map before instruction and in
turn arranging the conflict map of science history after instruction.
Only students who described these exact statements about the
conceptual change process and took part in all of the instruction
processes were selected.
Research Treatment. Preliminary phase: The first phase consisted of
developing questionnaires to investigate the structure of students’
conceptions. The test included both open-type questions and selective-
type questions (shown in the Appendix). This preliminary test was given
first, and then new questionnaires were developed according to the
frequency of responses.
Revision of the questionnaire phase: In the second phase, new
questionnaires that had been purely quantitative were taken for revision of
questionnaires to frequency.
Design of the Data Collection Instruments. Study subjects were
university freshmen. Therefore, the test adopted the questions used to
determine learning ability for university entrance admission, called the
preliminary examination for university entrance, after modifying
answer examples to include both open-type questions and selective-
type questions. The testing method was as follows: the researcher
selected physics questions from the questionnaire by Strike & Posner
(1992) and slightly modified them. The modified parts directed
students to supplement selected answers or to state other reasons. If
the stated reasons were unclear or differed from the selected answers,
then they were excluded. On the basis of these responses, students’
main viewpoints (Lakatos’ 1970 hard core) were searched for by topic,
and Niaz’s (1998) criteria for examining core beliefs and alternative
concepts were applied. Questions presenting discrepant events as
determined by the preliminary test were used. A preliminary test was
carried out in the fall semester of 2002. The preliminary test questions
were open type. Using the answers, examples were made from the
questions.
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The questions about alternative concepts focused on the photoelectric
effect in the area of modern physics. Questions emphasized the core belief
and one of the students’ alternative concepts, showed the relationship
with the soft core, and used graphs and questions to show discrepant
events. The results were examined using the pretest paper without
modification, and supplementary interviews were carried out.
The interviews were conducted as follows: two competitive theories
were proposed and answers on the test’s answer sheets were confirmed.
The questions were then asked again to confirm the answers. If the answers
on the questionnaires were not identical with the responses in the interviews,
they were then excluded. The use of interviews was auxiliary; thus, the
contents of the interviews are not presented in the analysis of results.
Pretest use stage: The revision pretest was administered on the first
day of the semester for about 50 min. Students’ preconceptions were
investigated.
Design of conflict maps stage: Tsai’s conflict map emphasizes
discrepant events and includes critical events or related concepts. Our
enhanced conflict map emphasized the structure of students’ alternative
conceptions.
First map—classroom—final map stage: After the enhanced map was
suggested and presented in advance, the students had classroom instruction
to understand each situation shown in the suggested conflict map, for about
30 min, it was arranged with the conflict map of science history.
Posttest use stage: Students’ conceptual changes were measured. The
first questionnaire was used without modification. Posttests were repeated
after 1 week, and students were asked to state the reasoning behind their
selections.
Analysis of conceptual change stage: The conflict map created by the
researchers was provided before the classroom instruction. Oneweek after
the learning process was completed according to the flow in our enhanced
conflict maps, changes in students’ alternative conceptions were inves-
tigated. Alternative conceptions refer to the ideas that students had before
learning. The conceptions examined after 1 week were those that
followed the discrepant events and critical events of the learning process.
The answers were important in examining the structure of alternative
conceptions. These questions partly represented discrepant events.
The pretest focused on finding out the structure of students’ alternative
conceptions according to the criteria for classification of students’ responses
as part of a Lakatosian core belief (Niaz, 1998). The test process was as
follows: after students selected answers, the example selected the least often
was chosen. Responses with a hard core were reported to have a relatively
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high rate of correct answers in the soft core. Of course, it was reported that
students who chose correct answers showed a higher rate of correct answers
than students who did not choose correct answers (Niaz, 1998). Niaz’s study
used question forms, but we used a questionnaire that allowed reasons to be
given when selecting answers. Interviews with the students were carried out
to supplement the test.
The pretest paper was used 1 week after students’ active learning with
the flow of our enhanced conflict maps. The focus of this test was not on
the general rate of correct answers but on students’ conceptual changes
about the hard core. Figure 4 presents a flowchart that summarizes these
research procedures.
The research subjects were university freshmen, so the test adopted
questions from university entrance exams and modified answer examples.
The test included both open-type questions and selective-type questions
(shown in the Appendix). In the modified parts, the questions directed
students to supplement selected answers or to state other reasons. If the
stated reasons were unclear or different from the selected answers, then
they were excluded. Questions presenting discrepant events identified by
the preliminary test were used. The preliminary test was carried out in the
fall semester of 2005. The preliminary test questions were open type:
questions that included many answers were being selected and used as
examples.
The questions concerning alternative concepts focused on the photo-
electric effect, a subject in modern physics. The questions emphasized the
core belief and one of the students’ alternative concepts, showed relations
with the soft core, and used experimental graphs and questions that
showed discrepant events. The results were examined with the pretest
paper without modification, and interviews were carried out for
supplementation.
The interview procedure was conducted as follows: two competitive
theories were assumed and the answers on the answer sheets were
confirmed. The students were then asked to check their answers again. If
the answers on the answer sheets were not identical to the answers from
the interviews, then they were excluded.
Design of the Instructional Instruments. The enhanced conflict map
and conflict map for photoelectric effect: Based on Plank’s work,
Einstein proposed that light also delivers its energy in chunks so that light
would then consist of little particles, or quanta, called photons. The
energy of each photon has the energy of Plank’s constant, times its
frequency. The quantization concept applies to all regions of electro-
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magnetic radiation based on astrophysics and modern physics. Detailed
investigation of this suggestion revealed some puzzling features that
could not be understood on the basis of classical optics. We will discuss
these using our enhanced conflict maps.
The conflict maps (shown in Figure 2) made by Tsai (2000) were
expanded and enhanced by suggesting competing theories based on the
framework of Lakatos’ methodology. Our suggested “enhanced conflict
map” is given in Figure 3. Progress was made according to our enhanced
conflict map and Tsai’s conflict maps. The enhanced conflict maps that
included students’ alternative concepts were suggested first, and the conflict
map of science history (expressing scientists’ concepts of the past) was
suggested after the learning experience. The conflict maps suggested before
learning suggest discrepant events and allow students to relinquish the core
concepts, overcome cognitive conflicts with scientific concepts, and learn
new concepts. Therefore, theywere effective tools for learning new concepts.
Conflict maps about the photoelectric effect (shown in Figure 5) first
show the structure of students’ alternative concepts. The conflict map of
science history about the photoelectric effect (shown in Figure 6) was





Grea ter Intensity  means a 
proporti onally greater number of 










Thus a proportio nally greater 
number of elect rons emitted per 
second.. 
 The thicker is light’s 
density, the more are the 













If the intensity of light 
is increased, the 




Naïve scientific concept 
Target Scientific concept  
E=hv 





1. If the frequency of the light that was greater than some min 
value depended on the material is increased the max. 
2. If the intensity of light at the same frequency. The current levels 
off at a high value but stopping potential is the same. 
 
Figure 5. Our enhanced conflict maps based on Lakatosian methodology (the
application of the photoelectric effect)
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favor of scientists’ concepts from the past rather than showing the
structure of alternative conceptions.
Critical events: The diameter of an atom is ten billionths of 1 m, and an
electron’s diameter is even smaller. If light evenly spreads out from a radiant
into space with an average frequency, then the energy colliding with such a
small object will be reduced; consequently, it is impossible to pull electrons out
of metal. When light collides with electrons, the photoelectric effect does not
occur without the popping of electronic lumps. The case in which each hf is
large (quality) and the case in which small hf is large (quantity) are
discriminative. The classical theory of electronic magnetism does not
distinguish energy from quantum, and it is explained with the quantum theory.
In conclusion, when light collides with an object, it should be sharp like an awl
point. Even if light shapes into particles, then those particles are not seen with
the eyes; however, the photoelectric effect proves that the ray is a particle.
Figure 6. Conflict maps of science history (the application of the photoelectric effect)
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ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The Effects about using the Suggested Enhanced Conflict Map?
We made up a questionnaire of open-type questions in advance, confirmed
the most frequently selected examples, and developed a new answer sheet.
According to the answers that the students selected, the examples were
divided into two categories: scientific answers and incorrect answers. Next,
students selected each reason and stated the reasons why they chose the
examples. Tables 1 and 2 indicate these in the left column. The cases in
which they did not state reasons or stated obscure reasons were excluded. If
conceptual change results were confirmed after the learning process, then the
questionnaire was used without modification.
This goal of the research was to change students’ conceptions from
alternative conceptions to scientific concepts using three cases: the first
was a traditional case suggesting discrepant events only; the second was a
TABLE 1
Searching for the structure of alternative conceptions in question 1 (pretest)
 
 
Next, the reasons why they chose the 
examples 



















1) 0 0  
2)
0
0 0 0 





electrons’ aximum m 
energy is proportional to 
rays’ frequency. 
8(26)  19(39) 14(29) 
4)    5(16) 1(2) 1(2) 
5)Others  0 0 





1) The longer the time of 
taking in light, the bigger the 
frequency, the more energy 
stored in electrons inside 
metal, the more active 
chemical reaction, and the 
bigger the maximum kinetic 
energy of ejected electrons. 
14(45)  26(53) 25(51)  
2) . 4(13) 1(2) 6(12) 
3)
 0 1(2) 1(2) 
4)
 0 0 1(2) 
5) Others  1(2) 1(2) 
Total incorrect answers 18(58)  29(59) 34(69)  
All students 31(100) 49(100) 49(100)  
Core 
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case that used our enhanced conflict map only; and the third was a case
that used two conflict maps. The focus of this study was to observe the
significant effects from case to case.
Searching for the Structure of Students’ Alternative Conceptions.
Learners’ preliminary knowledge is a requisite condition for constructing
meaning (Pines &West, 1986). It is very proper that the interaction between
new knowledge and existing knowledge is the most important factor in the
process of Lakatosian conceptual change strategies because it considers
students’ beliefs and scientific theories to be competitive research programs.
This study primarily investigates the structure of students’ alternative
conceptions. The secondary focus of this study is the effects of students’
alternative conceptual change after actively using conflict maps that
conflict with the core alternative conceptions. Thus, we applied and used
Niaz’s criterion as follows to investigate the structure of students’
alternative (rather than scientific) concepts.
TABLE 2




Next, the reasons why 
students chose the examples 





















1) 12(39) 11(23) 6(12.5)  
2) The greater the 
intensity of light, the 
thicker its density, and 
the larger the number 
of electrons ejected in 
reaction to the ray. As 
a result, the metal foil 
closes quickly. 
15(48)                    26(53) 20(41) 
3) 3(6) 10(20.5) 




0 2(4.1) 2(4) 





1)  0 0  
2)  0 0 
3)                              1(3) 0 1(2) 
4) When exposed to 
ultraviolet rays, 
electrons are ejected. 
They are reflected 
after colliding against 
the zinc plate, but 
electrons are not 
generated from the 
zinc plate. 
3(10)                      2(4) 3(6) 
5) Others 0 3(6) 7(14) 
Total incorrect 
answers 
4(13)  5(10) 11(22) 
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Niaz (1998) suggested the following as criteria for confirming the
structure of students’ alternative conceptions; they are the main part of
Lakatos’ core belief. We applied the suggested criteria.
Criterion 1: Deletion criterion. Faced with a similar problem in Piagetian
theory, Beilin (1985) proposed a “deletion criterion”: “If a
construct in the theory can be deleted without apparent damage
to the identification of the theory such as Piaget’s, then it is not
part of the hard core. If, on the other hand, deletion detracts
materially from the theory or alters it in irreparable ways, then
it is part of the hard core” (pp. 109 – 110).
Criterion 2: Hard core and protective belt propositions. According to
Chinn & Brewer (1993), Lakatos (1970) distinguished
between two types of propositions within a theory: hard
core propositions and protective belt propositions. Hard core
propositions cannot be altered without scrapping the entire
theory, but protective belt propositions can be altered while
preserving the key, central hypotheses.
Criterion 3: Auxiliary hypotheses. Given the opportunity for conceptual
change, students invariably tend to accept changes in their
frameworks (soft core) but resist changes to the hard core by
offering “auxiliary hypotheses.”
Conceptual Analysis on Pretest Questions (The Structure of Alternative
Conceptions). Hard core propositions (shown in Table 1) in students’
alternative conceptions: “The light used in the photoelectric effect and
the electrons inside the metal store energy, go through a chemical reaction
with light, and then are ejected.” This explanation is definitely discrepant
from the present modern theory. Nevertheless, the response ratios of
example (1) were 45%, 53%, and 51%, respectively, among the first
incorrect answers in question 1 (58%, 59%, and 69%, respectively). Thus,
we consider this explanation as being hard core for obstinate conceptual
change to target modern science because Niaz (1998) considered
responses that were the most obstinate of incorrect answers as a hard
core about chemical equilibrium.
Protective belt propositions (soft core, shown in Table 2) in
students’ alternative conceptions: Their selection ratios of example (2)
were 87%, 90%, and 74%, respectively, the correct answer ratio in
question 2 (87%, 90%, 74%, respectively).
As suggested previously, Q1 can be considered a “core belief” of
students’ understanding, whereas Q2 represents the dispensable part (soft
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core/positive heuristic). Results from this study show that students
consider Q1 to be the most difficult.
Scientific response rates of students who definitely know the particle
theory of light in question 1 (that the maximum kinetic energy of ejected
electrons is not related but is proportional to the light frequency in cases
over a certain frequency) for correct answers were 42% 41%, and 31%,
respectively. The exact scientific response rates (example 3) were 26%,
39%, and 27%, respectively. They were 75% (n ¼ 8 6), 68%
(n ¼ 19 11), and 79% (n ¼ 14 11), respectively, in question 2.
Thus, we consider this explanation as a oft core for less obstinate
conceptual change to target modern science because Niaz (1998)
considered a response that was the relative less obstinate of correct
answers as a soft core about chemical equilibrium
Students who responded correctly to Q1 performed extremely well onQ2.
It is plausible that students’ misconception of (Q1) represents the hard core
(negative heuristic) of their framework in the Lakatosian sense (Lakatos,
1970; Niaz, 1998). According to the Lakatosian framework, student
understanding of Q2 would represent the soft core (positive heuristic) of
their framework, which offers relatively less resistance to conceptual change.
In conclusion, students had a core frame (Q1) that means that light and
electrons inside the metal cause a chemical reaction and the electrons are
ejected using an assistant hypothesis that the stronger the light, the denser
it is and the more collisions of light and electrons occur (Q2). Taking their
cue from Lakatos, Chin & Brewer (1993) emphasized that students resist
changes in their major theoretical frameworks (e.g. Q1) by accepting the
“auxiliary hypotheses” (Q2).
A scientific understanding of Q1, namely that “the maximum kinetic
energy of ejected electrons from the colliding of light and metal’s
electrons is proportional to the light frequency,” brings about the
following conceptualization:
In Q2, the concept that “light gets stronger” means that the number of
collisions between light and metal increases; the number of ejected electrons
increases as the number of light collisions increase and the metal foil of the
electroscope charged with the negative electrode closes quickly.
This shows quite clearly how Q1 affects the understanding of Q2.
However, deletion of Q1 may lead to a “scrapping” of the entire
framework of students’ understanding. Deletion would amount to solving
this problem without the understanding provided by Q1.
Summarizing, an application of Beilin’s “deletion” criterion (criterion
1) shows that deletion of student understanding of Q1 (core belief) would
lead to a "scrapping" of the entire framework of student understanding
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(criterion 2), and hence, they use Q2 (auxiliary hypotheses) precisely to
protect their core belief (criterion 3).
Effects of conceptual change after instruction: To determine the
results of conceptual change, 1 week after construction, the questionnaire
in the pretest was used without modification, and supplemental interviews
were performed.
The purpose of these tests and interviews was to determine the core of
alternative concepts and to show the protective belt’s role in influencing
students’ concept changes. The aim was not to determine the correct
answer ratio but to understand students’ conceptual change (change of the
core).
The following instruction methods were used: instruction with
discrepant perceptions only; instruction with our enhanced conflict
maps, including students’ alternative concepts; and instruction with
our conflict maps comparing the arrangement of conceptions from
Tsai’s conflict maps with the past scientists’ concepts. To compare
conceptual change rates between the instruction strategies, the
responses indicating that the core of students’ alternative conceptions
changed into the core of target scientific concepts (the final goal of
this study) were examined.
On the whole, the correct answer rate showed good results. The
change ratio of the protective belt (89%, 60%, and 89%, respectively)
was higher than changes of the core (shown in Table 3). However, the
main goal of our study was to investigate how the core of students’
alternative concepts changes into the core of scientific concepts. In
other words, in the case of suggesting discrepant events only, 50.0%
of students achieved our goal, whereas in the case of suggesting the
conflict map, only 58% of students achieved our goal. Furthermore,
when we suggested two conflict maps, 64% of students achieved our
goal (shown in Table 3).
In conclusion, students’ core beliefs were resistant to change, but the
protective belt was easily changed. Also, the affirmative effects were
shown when two conflict maps were introduced in turn.
The limitation of using the enhanced conflict maps: Our study
aimed to change students’ conceptions into scientific concepts. Interviews
were performed to supplement the questionnaire survey. However,
conceptual change processes were not continually followed up individ-
ually or in small groups. For example, the factors that make students
retain alternative concepts reflect the endurance of students’ beliefs,
motivation, etc. As in typical college lectures, the instructions were given
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on student individuals’ conceptual changes themselves but on the overall
conceptual changes. Knowledge of subjects like modern physics and
classical physics are not obtained through everyday life experience but
through scientific learning. However, the suggested use of these methods can
be applied to individual conceptual changes. Finally, in order to change
students’ alternative conceptions into scientific concepts, discrepant events
should be suggested and various types of learning should be researched as
our suggestions are not absolute. Responses to discrepant events become
critical clues that enable us to approach scientific concepts. Therefore, the
questionnaire survey and interviews should be further refined.
Finally, a limitation of this study is that the Lakatosian framework that
we used is not applicable to all areas of science.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A Lakatosian Conflict Map involving teaching strategies
Niaz (1998) said that if students are given any opportunities to change their
conceptions, then they will try to change their soft core but will resist
changes to the hard core by offering auxiliary hypotheses. In other words, it
is a pretense disguising conceptual changes. The Lakatosian methodology of
competing research programs provides a useful framework for the
reconstruction of students’ and teachers’ understanding of science content.
The conflict map is mainly based on the use of cognitive conflict. The
conflict map in this study and those in other related studies (Tsai, 2000,
2001, 2003, 2005) adequately integrate students’ existing experiences or
knowledge, new theories, anomalous data, and other conceptual as well as
perceptual supports to facilitate the development of scientific conceptions.
Tsai (2003) reported that instruction guided by the frameworks of the
conflict map is effective in helping students develop richer and more
integrated cognitive structures with regard to simple series electric
circuits. Tsai (2005) also applied the conflict map to conceptual learning
about the causes of the seasons.
The use of conflict maps may help students seek a stable and desirable
equilibrium between the conceptual schema they have already assembled
and the perceptual information arising from the environment. We carefully
considered this conflict map based on Lakatosian methodology as follows:
First, it is necessary to emphasize that targeted scientific knowledge
has a structure so that teachers would need to use the framework
educationally. For example, it is necessary to show that the scientific
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concept consists of the core concept and the protective belt supporting
the concept. This is because commensurability is low between the
core concepts of the scientific concept and students’ alternative
conceptions.
Second, the study traced the extent of the core change of students’
alternative concepts rather than the scientific percentage of correct
answers. Furthermore, the study examined how helpful the suggested
framework is for students by measuring how much knowledge they
attained.
Third, teachers should investigate whether students’ alternative con-
ceptions and scientific concepts are commensurable. The Lakatosian
methodology is open to commensurability, so we believe that students’
alternative conceptions have commensurability with scientific concepts.
We suggest that students’ alternative concepts should be used as direct
materials. We believe that commensurability of students’ alternative
conceptions and scientific concepts coexists in part.
How Should We Enhance Tsai’s Conflict Map and Develop a New
Enhanced Conflict Map Based on Lakatosian Methodology?
Our enhanced conflict map of naïve scientific concepts shows that in
one research program, the core does not change: instead, auxiliary
hypotheses, verified through experiments, are added continuously.
Based on Lakatosian methodology, the structure of the enhanced
conflict map (shown in Figure 3) and teaching sequences are as
follows (Figure 4): Theory 1 and theory 2 describe rival hard cores,
but theory 2 and theory 3 describe the same hard cores. However,
Tsai’s conflict map was not divided by the structure of students’
alternative conceptions.
Application of Enhanced Conflict Map to the Photoelectric Effect
in the University Classroom and Analysis the Application Effects
of the Enhanced Conflict Map Suggested by This Research
In our study, the critical clue to understanding the conceptual change
process is how students respond when they face discrepant perceptions.
Our study consisted of two areas: the core belief that would resist
opposition in students’ alternative concepts and the protective belt that
would change easily and is partly commensurable with scientific
concepts. The framework of our study was the competitive theories
that are commensurable; they align with the Lakatosian methodology
that reconstructs the history of science. Under these hypotheses, we
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tried to understand the structure of students’ alternative conceptions by
selecting the photoelectric effect, a concept found in modern physics
and astrophysics. Our study emerged from the hypothesis that the core
of students’ alternative conceptions originated in classical physics,
which is not consistent with modern physics.
According to this research, one of the most significant alternative
conceptions (misconceptions) that students hold is that “The longer the
time of taking in light, the bigger the frequency, the more energy
stored in electrons inside metal, the more active chemical reaction, and
the bigger the maximum kinetic energy of ejected electrons.” In our
study, it was found that in spite of misconceptions, students who
understood the most significant misconception subsequently performed
relatively well on other related aspects of the statement (The greater
the intensity of light, the thicker its density, the larger the number of
electrons ejected in reaction to the ray. As a result, the metal foil
closes quickly). These results indicate that student conceptualization of
the misconception is more resistant to instruction in the traditional
classroom and thus can be considered a major theoretical framework
(core belief) of student misconceptions.
On the other hand, students who responded correctly to Q1 performed
extremely well on Q2. It is plausible that student misconception of (Q1)
represents the hard core (negative heuristic) of their framework in the
Lakatosian (Lakatos, 1970) sense.
Again, according to the Lakatosian framework, student understanding
of Q2 would represent the soft core (positive heuristic) of their
framework, which offers relatively less resistance to conceptual change.
We carried out a preliminary test and then carried out an interview to
determine the core of students’ alternative concepts and the protective
belt. Next, we examined how concepts changed after instruction.
Furthermore, we investigated how the core of students’ alternative
conceptions changed using our enhanced conflict maps (Lakatosian
methodology) and conflict maps (science history). Research results were
as follows.
First, when facing discrepant events opposing alternative concep-
tions, students believed that changes of the protective belt were real,
although these did not include real changes of the core. Therefore, it
was difficult for the core belief of students’ alternative conceptions to
change.
Second, in order to see the core change effects of students’ alternative
concepts, we found that using our enhanced conflict maps (including
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scientists’ concepts) is more effective than using our conflict map only. If
we neglected the instruction processes and suggested discrepant events
only, then real conceptual changes did not occur.
Third, the results of this study suggested as a strategic starting point
that students’ alternative conceptions are changed into scientific
concepts. Also, this study asserted that the core of alternative concepts
and the protective belt should be identified so that they can be changed
into scientific ones. This study showed that an area of modern physics
(the photoelectric effect) tried to change the protective belt instead of
changing the core of students’ alternative conceptions, a different
attitude from that of classical physics.
Fourth, the evaluation scale of science teachers/students should
encompass the change in students’ concepts or preconceptions. If we
see students’ conceptual change as learning, then the extent of those
changes must be represented on the evaluation scale. A simple statement
of correct answer percentages (Table 4) is not a correct evaluation. In
other words, it is necessary to confirm the extent of change of students’
core beliefs, which shows the real extent of change.
Discussion of the Implications for Science Education
The acquisition of better understanding may not correspond with having
the “right answer.” The philosophy and history of science (our enhanced
conflict map), along with the attitude of the teacher and the nature of
instruction, may be helpful here. Students’ responses toward discrepant
events based on their alternative conceptions are not wrong, but they
reflect the ideas of earlier scientists. Therefore, this study asserted that
students would have a basic framework that conflicts with modern
scientific concepts. Scientists’ concepts from the past are not identical
with the students’ alternative conceptions in the present, but they partly
agree with each other.
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APPENDIX
The questions of the test (the photoelectric effect) for examining the
structures of students’ alternative concepts and scientific conceptual
change
Question 1. Changing rays’ frequency with the lapse of time, by using a
phototube, as the graph figure shows, and measuring maximum
kinetic energy of ejected electron shown in the zinc metal plate
A. Which graph correctly shows changes to the maximum kinetic
energy of the ejected electron according to time? (This refers to
“threshold frequency value for a zinc surface” in the above graph.
Select one answer only.)
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B. Which example correctly explains the reason for your answer in
the above question?
(1) The longer the ray exposure, the bigger the frequency of light,
the more active the chemical reaction of the light and the
metal’s electron, and the larger the maximum kinetic energy
of the ejected electron.
(2) As the light’s frequency increases, the strength of light
increases on the electron inside the metal.
(3) Over a certain frequency, light collides against the electron in
a moment. As a result, the maximum kinetic energy of the
ejected electron becomes proportional to frequency regardless
of time.
(4) Even in the case of a small frequency, momentary collision
occurs so that kinetic energy is proportional to frequency
regardless of time.
(5) Others. (After you choose one answer out of the above
examples, add more explanation, and if you have different
reasons, state them.)
Question 2. In the experiment, the zinc plate generates electrons because
of the ray.
(Method of experiment)
After charging the electroscope to negative (−), it emit rays, such as
disinfectant ultraviolet rays, on the zinc plate.
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(Results of experiment)
The greater the intensity of the ultraviolet ray, the more quickly the
electroscope’s metal foil closes.
A. Is this correct after the experiment? (Choose one answer only.)
(1) Correct (2) Incorrect
B. What is the reason for choosing your answer above?
(1) The greater the intensity of light, the more energy is stored,
the more active the energy movement becomes, and the more
quickly the electron inside the metal is ejected. As a result,
the metal foil closes quickly.
(2) The greater the intensity of light, the thicker its density is, and
the more electrons are ejected in reaction to the ray. As a
result, the metal foil closes quickly.
(3) The greater the intensity of light, the bigger the quantity of
energy stored by electrons, the more active the energy
movement of electrons consisting metal becomes, the bigger
the number of electrons ejected from the atom is. As a result,
the metal foil opens quickly.
(4) The greater the intensity of light, the bigger the number of
electrons ejected from the mercury lamp is. As a result, they
collide with electrons on the zinc plate, and then collided
electrons are ejected.
(5) Other. (After you choose one answer out of the above
examples, add more explanation, and if you have different
reasons, state them).
Main interview: This interview will examine students’ conceptual
changes and confirm a clear structure of students’ alternative concepts
after finding out the core and the protective belt of students’ alternative
concepts using the questionnaire survey. Main questions were made for
students who do not have scientific concepts but alternative concepts on
the basis of the questionnaire paper.
Showing question 1 to the interviewee:
Q1: The longer the time giving out light, the bigger is the frequency of
the ray and the more the energy is stored inside metal’s electrons. As
a result, do you think that the rate of the maximum kinetic energy of
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the ejected electron becomes bigger? Or, do you think that over a
certain frequency, light collides against the electron in a moment
regardless of time, and as a result, maximum kinetic energy of the
ejected electron becomes proportional to frequency?
A1;
Showing question 2 (in case the experimental result is correct.).
Q2: The greater the intensity of sterilization, the greater becomes the
electrons’ movement by heat, as a result. Do you think that the metal
foil closes quickly? Or, is it correct that the greater the strength of
sterilization, the greater gets the density of light, the bigger gets the
collision frequency, the bigger the number of ejected electrons, so as
a result, the metal foil closes quickly?
A2:
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